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In the ever-evolving international production mailing industry, one constant remains: the
strength of Kern solutions. For 73 years, Kern has focused on the growth and success of
our partners, offering better technology, products, processes, partnership, and people.
Kern’s reach has expanded from letter-shops and direct mailers to first-class mail
providers such as insurance, banking, government, and more.
Despite the events that have transpired in 2020, Kern has continued to provide the best
service in the industry to our customers; prioritizing their success. New opportunities
have presented themselves with the growth of remote work and the revitalized impact
of mail in hand. The need for high-volume inserters has been more prevalent this year,
with success rates of direct mail campaigns reaching statistics exponentially higher than
years past.
Kern continues to find new solutions for our customers beyond just inserting systems.
Kern’s card attaching systems have created unique growth opportunities for many
companies over the years. Now, Kern has entered the packaging market with the
PackOnTime system; giving customers a new way to pack and ship items. This solution
eliminates the need for packaging materials by inserting items into custom-cut, reusable,
cardboard boxes.
Inspired by our customer-focused vision, Kern continues to be the only provider in
the industry to offer an unprecedented 10-year system guarantee. The Kern project
management team works to provide the perfect machines for every customer, based on
their own applications. Kern provides numerous solutions tailored to customers’ needs,
with high-volume insertion running at a speed of up to 27,000 mail pieces per hour, and
multi-format inserters available for job variety. All Kern parts are kept in stock here in the
United States directly from our Swiss, quality-driven factory; ensuring that our customers
keep their machines up and running.
Kern has continued to evolve as the industry has changed; and customer growth and
success will continue to motivate Kern to produce the best solutions, tailored to customer
needs, for many years to come.
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